8 Dimensions of TEM
*Areas of consideration

- Status Accounting
- Transparency
- Knowledge Management
- TEM CMDB
- TEM Book of Knowledge
- TEM Known Error DB
- Demand Awareness
- Release/Projects
- Major/Minor Events
- BAU Activity
- Business Activity Management
- Event Scheduling
- Contention Analysis
- Reservation Management
- Change Requests
- Raise Incident
- Release Requests
- TEMM WEAK
- TEMM BASIC
- TEMM GOOD
- TEMM HIGH
- TEMM V HIGH

Rate your Organisations
Section scoring:
Maximum of 6 points per dimension

Score each bullet as follows:
- 2 point Tool based implementation
- 1 point Paper based implementation
- 0 point Nothing really exists at present

Aggregate Score
48
24
16
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